
Fun in the Mud
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Playing with mud and other earthy materials yields early literacy rewards as you and your 
child engage in the following:

Touch Tray
Take a nature walk with your child and collect different natural materials (sand, dirt, 
pebbles, leaves, etc.) to put in each cup of an egg carton. Different regions of the coun-
try will yield their own unique items, so look for things that are representative of your 
area. Once it’s full, explore your collection by using adjectives appropriate for each: 
“The sand is gritty. The mud is wet and squishy.”  Encourage your child to come up with 
descriptive words, too. When you’re finished, rinse out your tray and recycle it, or save it 
for another nature walk! 

Mud Bricks
Pack mud into old ice cube trays. Let dry in the sun for at least one week. Gently flip 
the tray over and tap on the back to loosen the bricks. Use wet mud as “mortar” to build 
with the dried bricks. What can you build?  

Muddy Prints
Mix water and soil together in a shallow pan to make thick mud.  Invite your child to 
press objects from nature on the mud to make an impression. Set the pan of mud and 
objects aside to harden for several days and then have your child pull off the objects to 
see the impressions left behind.

Does It Write?
What you need:

•	 Slate,	concrete,	blacktop,	or	other	hard,	flat	
surface

•	 Various	materials	(charcoal,	coal,	dried	clay,	mica,	
chalk, or other soft stones)

What you do:

Test out the different materials you’ve collected to 
see if any of them can make marks. Notice the colors 
they make. Is the color of the line the same color as 
the material? Try writing letters, words, numbers, and 
names or drawing pictures.
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Make a Bulldozer
Color and cut out the pieces. Using paper fasteners, attach the 
pieces of the bulldozer together. The location of the fasteners is 
indicated by the dots on the pieces. 
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Underground Animals Crossword Puzzle 
What do you know about animals that live underground? 

Across

2.  Another name for the pika is ________.

4.  The ______-footed ferret is a type of weasel that often lives in prairie dog burrows that it has taken over.

6.  This burrowing animal has thick claws but is almost blind.

9.  This insect burrows into the ground as a nymph and stays there for up to 17 years.

11.  This large, hairy spider sometimes lives in underground burrows.

12.  Chipmunks ____________ during the winter months.

13.  Some badgers live in groups and dig long tunnels and chambers called _____.

Down

1.  This hard-shelled reptile lives in the deserts of the Southwest and lives most of its life underground.  
It is called the desert ________.

3.  This hard-skinned echinoderm lives on the sea floor and is shaped like a coin.

5.  Another name for a groundhog is __________.

7.  Ants live in a ___________.

8.  An earthworm’s waste products are called ___________.

10. This fast-moving mammal has long ears. Akron-Summit County
Public Library
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Trickster Tales Acrostic Poems
An acrostic poem can be read both up and down, and across. The 
letters of a source word, written vertically, are used in other words 
or phrases written horizontally, to say something about the subject.  

Here’s an example:

T ricksters!

R ascals

I nventing

C lever

K ooky

S chemes

T o  fool

E veryone and avoid

R esponsibility.

Create your own acrostic poems about famous tricksters from folklore.
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Last ____________ my brother _____________ and I were out for a walk in the 

____________________. Suddenly we fell through a web of _____________ leaves on the 

ground and found ourselves spinning through space about _______ feet underground. 

____________! Fortunately I always carry a flashlight and switched it on. In front of us was 

a long dirt path. We followed it. It was ______________with __________ and _____________ 

flying around. Finally, we came into a large open space. _______________! There were 

_____________stalactites all around the roof of the cave. A wheelbarrow was nearby. It held 

a ___________, __________, and ___________. This was a mine! We took the _____________ 

and began to dig into the wall. Nothing. We went around the cave tapping everywhere.  

Still nothing. Just as we were about to give up, we heard men’s voices—and they were  

singing ________________________________. We tried to hide behind the wheelbarrow as 

they came into the cave. _____________! It was the _____ dwarves from _______________.  

We knew they had ____________ and ___________. Luckily, they didn’t notice us. We fol-

lowed them out of the cave back to their home where __________________ was waiting.  

She had _______________ and _______________ ready for them. As they were eating, 

we decided they wouldn’t miss just a few jewels. We grabbed some and ran. But as we 

did, ____________________ threw some magic ___________at us, and my brother and I 

were turned into _______ __________. We’re still around—but today you can visit us at 

_____________________________.

Underground Adventure  
Fill-in-the-Blank Story 

day of week person’s name

a place kind of tree

number

exclamation

exclamation

exclamation

adjective kind of bug, plural

color

tool tool tool tool

song title

food

color plural objext

vegetables

drink

number name of a fairytale

kind of jewel, plural kind of jewel, plural

female fairytale character

female fairy tale character

name of amusement park

kind of bug, plural
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